
















































































































































































































 Appendix on tensor products

 By GREGG J. ZUCKERMAN

 The material in this appendix is a supplement to the paper [31], and we
 follow the notation of that paper. However, we shall restrict attention to
 connected semisimple Lie groups G having a faithful matrix representation.

 The Lie algebra of G is denoted g O and the complexification is g. The
 group GC is the analytic group with Lie algebra g.

 A. Iteration of tensoring functors

 Let H be a Cartan subgroup of G, t0 its Lie algebra, b the complexification
 of % , Hc the complexification of H in GC, and H' the set of regular elements in

 H. Suppose a system of positive roots has been selected. Let X and ju be in *,
 suppose Re X and j are dominant, and suppose ,[ is integral (in the sense of being
 the differential of a holomorphic character of of Hc into Cx). Then Definition
 1.1 of [31] gives the 4 functor as

 AAA- = PA [(-) ? F_] A P

 in the category of Harish-Chandra (G, K) modules.

 THEOREM A.1. If Re X is dominant and Iu and U2 are dominant integral,
 there is a natural isomorphism

 (A.1) 4?+J1?+A2 1pX+JtI O 4,A+A2

 We shall observe presently that (A. 1) is evident on the level of characters,

 but the formula says more-first that the two sides operate on any Harish-Chandra
 (9, K) module and lead to isomorphic modules, and second that the resulting
 system of isomorphisms is natural.

 We begin with the appropriate observations from global character theory.

 Characters are locally integrable class functions on G analytic on the regular set
 of G, by [3]; they are thus determined by their values on the regular sets within
 each member of a system of nonconjugate Cartan subgroups of G. If such a
 Cartan subgroup is given and a positive system of roots is specified, then we may
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 transform H and the parameters on 4 canonically, rewriting them in terms of this

 specified Cartan subgroup.'8 Changing notation, we may specify a character by

 giving its expression on H'.

 The Weyl denominator V is the function on Hc given by

 (A.2) V(h) = IH (f/2(h) - flX2(h))
 fl>O

 If e is a character with infinitesimal character XI, then we have locally

 (A.3) ve(hoexp X) = c(E; s)(ho)exp{s X(X)) in H'.
 seW

 Here the expressions c(E; s)(ho) are locally constant functions on H'. (See
 equation (3.5) of [31] and the last two paragraphs of Section 3 of [31].)

 LEMMA A.2. Formula (A.1) is true at the level of characters.

 Proof. If e is a character with infinitesimal character X + Al + I2, then
 (A.3) gives

 (Ac4) ve(hoexpX) = I c(O; s)(ho)exp{s(X + ,1 + tL2)(X)}.
 seW

 By Formula (3.8) of [31], we have

 V4X++41+i2E(hOexpX) = Y c(O; s)(ho)exp{s(X + t1)(X)}
 seW

 and then

 V4{1Ai?A1+AL2(ho exp X) = 2 c(0; s) (ho)exp {s( X (X)}.
 seW

 The right side of the latter expression equals V 44+?/1+/L2e(hO exp X), again by
 Formula (3.8) of [31].

 LEMMA A.3. Suppose j is a dominant integral form with q < tu 1+ L2. Then

 the functor Px o [(-) 0 F- 1] aPX+,l+,2 is naturally isomorphic to the zero
 functor.

 Proof: It is enough to prove that every character maps to 0. We argue as in
 the proof of Lemma 3.3 of [31]. Let

 O(F-)(ho exp X) - VEF(F )(V(hO)exp{v(X)1.

 "8Any two Cartan subalgebras are conjugate by an inner automorphism of GC. As a map
 between Cartan subalgebras, this map is completely determined by specifying which positive
 systems of roots are to be matched.
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 If e denotes px+,,+,, of some character, then V 0 is of the form (A.4) and

 ve(F-J)e(ho exp X)

 = Y J(ho)c(e; s)(h0)exp{[s(X + t + A2) + V](X)}.
 VEP(F-,,) seW

 To compute the image under pA, we must determine for which v in P(F,,) there
 exists t in W such that t[s(X + t + 2) + Vi] = X. If t exists, then

 Re X + 1+ A2 = s-'U''Re X-s-1v.

 However, Re X 2 s'Ut-'Re X since Re X is dominant, and Al + t2 > S-1V
 since

 s' 1v- > - (il + t2).

 Hence there is no such t, and the image under pA is 0.

 Proof of Theorem A.1. We introduce a new functor

 A) = O [(-) (0 F-i 0(9 F-R1] ?PX+Z1+U2'

 If we fix a decomposition

 F-2 0F F F12 F e F-

 into irreducibles, then w is naturally isomorphic with

 PX0 [(-) X (F -J- 1I-E2 F-l FT)j PA+,+,2

 which in turn is naturally isomorphic with ?X+L1/+A2 by Lemma A.3. Write

 Xp, L +' 4 X+?/LI+2 = PXA [(-) 0 FE] ? A [(-) ?F] a 1?F2

 There is a natural injection of px+,ul into the identity functor, and it follows from
 the exactness of the functors in question that there is a natural injection of
 ;,AAU a0 ,X+ZI 2 into X, hence into A1 ?/L?IL2

 Let us abbreviate F = 4X+ ?jI ? jL++lI+Z2 and G = 41XA?1+?2. We know there

 is a natural injection of F into G. If A is any Harish-Chandra (G, K)-module, then
 we have an exact sequence

 0 -* F(A) -* G(A) -- G(A)/F(A) -O 0.

 Taking characters and using the fact given in Lemma A.2 that O(F(A)) =
 O(G(A)), we conclude that O(G(A)/F(A)) = 0. Hence G(A)/F(A) = 0 and
 F(A) G(A). It follows that the natural injection of F into G is a natural
 isomorphism.
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 B. Parabolic induction

 In this section we shall give conditions under which the 4' functor commutes
 with induction from a parabolic subgroup. The choice of a maximal compact

 subgroup K of G determines a Cartan involution of go, which in turn leads to a
 Langlands decomposition for any parabolic subgroup of G. Let MAN be the

 Langlands decomposition of such a parabolic subgroup, and let m0 ED a0 ED n be
 the corresponding decomposition of the Lie algebra. We write 9Th&, for the
 universal enveloping algebra of m E a, and we let KM = K n M. We can define
 compatible ()TCh, KM)-modules in analogy with compatible (G, K)-modules.
 (See ? 2 of [31].)

 Fix a Cartan subalgebra b0 of mi0. Then b0 ED a0 is a Cartan subalgebra

 (with complexification b ED a) of both m 0 E a0 and g0. If Am and A . denote the
 sets of roots for (im E a, b ED a) and (g, b 8 a), then Am C 4 l. We suppose we

 are given positive systems, not necessarily related to no, such that

 (B. 1) A+m C A+s

 If IL is an integral form that is g-dominant, then tt is also m-dominant, and we
 can form an irreducible finite-dimensional representation of m 8 a with lowest

 weight - tL. Since M C (MA)c, the globalization to (MA)c of this representation
 restricts to a well-defined representation MF-, of MA. We regard MF-, also as a
 representation of MAN with trivial N action. We shall use MF_ to define a
 functor 4 for M.

 Thus suppose X is in the closed tube Z defined above Definition 2.3 of [31].
 If V is a compatible (9<(E, KM)-module whose infinitesimal character (relative to

 'DI C) has parameter X + At, we define

 4A(V) = P4 V ?mFJ,

 where Px is projection according to the infinitesimal character X relative to 9,g.
 For emphasis we write G4'?+ for the usual 4 functor associated with G.

 Freedom for the imaginary component of X will be important in applications, and
 we point out that the results of [31] apply for X in the whole closed tube A, not

 just in the dense fundamental domain Z.. For a compatible (D1U, KM)-module
 V, let ind ANV denote the compatible (G, K)-module obtained by induction,
 with parameters arranged so that unitary representations induce to unitary
 representations.

 THEOREM B.1. For any compatible (9d, KM)-module V, the functors
 M4',+j& and G4'+? are related by

 G4X+/MANdV)= indMAN(M4'PX?+V).
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 Proof We know that

 (B.2) F- 0 ind MANV ind AN(F_ MAN? v).

 An irreducible MAN-subquotient Fj of F-,u IMAN contributes the subquotient

 (B.3) px[indMAN(Fi 0 V)]

 to Px of the right side of (B.2). Thus the discussion on pages 300-301 of [31]
 shows that we can get a nonzero subquotient of pA of the left side of (B.2) only

 by having a weight - v of Fi, a member t of the Weyl group WM of (MA)c, and a
 member s of the Weyl group WG of GC such that

 -v + t(X + ti) = sx.

 Here Fj has to be irreducible under MA, and N must operate trivially. Thus
 -v = -tJ v is a weight of Fi, and the member s' = f-s of WG satisfies

 (B.4) +,u=s'A rv'.

 Since Re X is dominant and tL is the g-highest weight, we have s'Re X ? Re X and
 v' ? t. Then (B.4) forces

 (B.5) s'X = X and v' = L.

 Thus the only contribution to p. of the left side of (B.2) can come from an

 irreducible subquotient of F_ IMAN containing the weight -,u. Since F_,I is
 irreducible under g, there is at most one such subquotient.

 On the other hand, - I is a lowest weight of F- relative to A' since
 A+ C A?, and hence MF_ occurs, with trivial N action, as an irreducible
 MAN-subquotient of F_ IMAN. By (B.3),

 Gx MindGANV = MAN F 0

 and the right side here is

 = idMAN[d F_ 0 V)] = indGAN(M4A?V)

 since s'A = X in (B.5).

 COROLLARY B.2. If V1 and V2 are two compatible (M)R6i, KM)-modules and
 T is a morphism from V1 to V2, then

 G 4"X?L(indG T) = ind GAN(Mik ? T)

 Proof We trace through the proof of Theorem B.1, replacing spaces by

 morphisms, and we obtain a proof of the corollary.
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 C. Crossing walls

 Now suppose that G is a connected semisimple Lie group with a faithful

 matrix representation and with G contained in a simply-connected complexifica-

 tion Gc.

 By a virtual character on G, we will mean a finite integral linear combina-

 tion of characters of irreducible Harish-Chandra modules. The exact functors T
 and 4 in [31] give rise to homomorphic maps, also denoted p and 4, from the

 additive group of virtual characters to itself. We shall study certain combinations

 of qp and 4 that leave stable the subgroup of virtual characters with a specified
 infinitesimal character. For simplicity we work only with virtual characters that

 have integral'9 infinitesimal character. With care, all our results can be gener-

 alized.

 Fix a Cartan subalgebra g C and a positive system of roots for (g, ). Let
 a be a simple root, and let X1 be a nonsingular dominant integral form on I. Let

 A. be the fundamental weight dual to a, and define

 (C.1) C I2(C,1)

 Then Xi - cAa is dominant integral, and it is nonsingular with respect to all
 simple roots except a. Define

 d= A,,,, and Ad' = qTl-C,

 If e is a virtual character with infinitesimal character X,, let

 (C.2) Pa@ = T.4+,9 - 09.
 Then pa@) is again a virtual character with infinitesimal character X,.

 We shall study the homomorphism pa of the additive group of virtual

 characters with given infinitesimal character X, into itself. The mapping pa has

 an interpretation in terms of reflection across the wall ker a, if we use global

 character theory. The precise statement is given as Theorem C.1.

 The same remarks and notation concerning global character theory apply

 here as in Section A of this appendix before (A.2) and (A.3). In view of the

 identifications noted there, we can specify a virtual character by giving its

 expression on the set H' of regular elements of an arbitrary Cartan subgroup H of

 G. For any integral form t on b, let (a, be the holomorphic character of the
 connected complexification Hc into Cx. The Weyl denominator V is the
 function on Hc given by (A.2). If ( is a virtual character with infinitesimal

 19Since Gc is simply-connected, the analytic definition of "integral" that we have been using

 coincides with the algebraic one: X is integral if 2<A, B)/II B 12 is an integer for every root fB.
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 character X1 and if h is in H', then our special assumptions on G and X1 allow us

 to simplify the expression for V 0 in (A.3) to

 (C.3) v(h)O(h) = I c(O; s)(h)(SAX(h),
 SeW

 where the expressions c(O; s)(h) are locally constant functions on H'.

 THEOREM C.1. Let a virtual character 0 with nonsingular dominant in-

 tegral infinitesimal character X1 be given by equation (C.3). If a is a simple root,

 then Pa0 is given by

 (C.4) V(h)p.O(h) = c(O; s)(h)t,.x1(h).

 Proof Suppose that X1, X2' and It are all dominant integral forms on b and

 that X1 =2 + ,I. Let 01 and 02 be virtual characters with infinitesimal
 characters X1 and X2, respectively. Formula (3.7) of [31] simplifies under our
 assumptions on G and X1 to

 (C.5) v(h).p02x (h) = c(02; s)(h)tst-ix\(h).
 W(X2) se W

 W(X1)

 Formula (3.8) of [31] simplifies to

 (C.6) v(h)44101(h) = 2 c(91; s)(h) 3x(h).
 SEW

 In our present situation, we combine (C.5) and (C.6) to compute pqX214i in
 the case that X1 = X1 and X2 = 1- cAa, with c as in (C.1). Since X1 is
 assumed nonsingular, we have W(X1) = (1) and W(X2) = {1, pa}. Theorem
 C. 1 then follows.

 In [31], equations (C.5) and (C.6) were used to prove Lemma 3.3, a special
 case of which is the identity (on the level of characters)

 (C.7) 4'afPa = 2.

 Applying 4, to both sides of (C.2) and using (C.7), we obtain

 (C.8) Pa Pao = lPa.
 THEOREM C.2. The mapping ( -* pa0 extends (uniquely) to an action

 0 -* wO of W as automorphisms of the additive group of virtual characters
 having nonsingular dominant integral infinitesimal character X1. If 0 is given by
 equation (C.3) and if w is in W, then wO is given by

 (C.9) V(h)wO(h) = E c(O; s)(h)tSw-ixj(h).
 seW
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 Proof Write w in W as a product of simple reflections: w = pal ... Par By
 induction on r, we see from Theorem C.1 that

 (C.10) V(h) pale .. par@(h) = 2 c(O; s)(h)45par... . Xj(h)

 = E c(O; s)(h)tst-,ll(h).
 SeW

 The left side of (C.10) is v(h) times a value of a virtual character, hence of a

 locally integrable function on G. The right side of (C.10) depends only on w and

 not on the specific factorization into the product of simple reflections. The

 element h can be any regular element of G, and such elements exhaust G except
 for a set of measure zero. The result follows.

 Lemma 3.3 of [31] gives a formula on the level of characters for X19 2, and
 Theorem C.1 gives a formula for in a special case. We now consider

 X2 2Xl more generally.

 THEOREM C.3. Let X1, X2, and ,I be dominant integral forms on b such that

 xi = A2 + It and X1 is nonsingular. If e is a virtual character with infinitesimal
 character X1, then

 X2~xlowe,
 We W(X2)

 with we defined as in Theorem C.2.

 Proof We combine (C.5) and (C.6) to obtain a pointwise equality on the

 regular set. The theorem then follows since characters on G are locally integrable

 functions.

 We conclude this appendix by discussing the additive group JAl of virtual

 characters generated by irreducible characters e such that e has infinitesimal

 character X1 and 41 O = 0. We assume that X1, X2, and ,u are dominant integral,

 that X1 = X2 + Iu, and that X1 is nonsingular. The group JAi need not be zero.

 LEMMAC.4. 4 lA l = CAcA if a is a simple root such that (X2, a) = 0
 and if c is given by (C.1).

 Proof This result is a special case of Theorem A.1.

 THEOREM C.5. Suppose that X1, X 2, and ,u are dominant integral, that

 K1 = A2 + Iu, that X1 is nonsingular, and that (X2, a) = O. Then

 PajA2 C JC 1.
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 Proof Let e be an irreducible character with infinitesimal character XA and

 with {X'2 = 0. We have pae = ma4aO-A, and pa4ae and 0 are true char-
 acters. Since 4i' takes true characters to true characters, it is enough to prove

 that P.Pa4a0 = 0 and {X28 = 0. The latter formula is our assumption. The

 other formula holds because

 P2(~Pa'Pa(3) = iX2-cA~x(a 0) by Lemma C.4,

 24Xj-cAx aEp0 by (C.7),

 = by Lemma C.4,

 = 0 by assumption.
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